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CONTROL SYSTEM-I
' "' Sub. Code : 63378i

Day and Date : Friday,05-05-2017 Total Marks : 100
Time : 10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.

Instructions: 1) Question 4 & 8 are compulsory. Out of remaining solve any TWO
questions from each section.

2) Use of non-programmable calculatoris permitted.
3) Assume suitable data wherever necessary and state them in answcr

book
4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

SECTION.I

Ql) a) Draw the mechanical equivalent network, write the system equation and

F(S)
find ffi of the sysrem shown in Fig, I a). IgI
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b) Give comparison between block diagram and signal flow graplr method.
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Find restriction of K so that the closed loop system is absolutely stable.

2)x

Q3) a) The forwardpath transfer function of a unity feedback system is given

: 
#*t' sketch the root locus as K varies from zero to

infinity.

Q4) Write a short note on: (Solve any THREE)

a) D.C. Servomotors and their transfer function

b) Synchros

c) Tacho Generators

d) Stepper motor

b)'-'lGive advantages of State Space representation over transfer function
method"
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SECTION-TI

QS) a) Draw the trajectory when (:0.5,0rn:1rad/sec. for unit step input. tS]

b) Explain in details the effect ofpoles on stability rvith suitable example.[8]

,, .

Q6) a) What is the correlation between Time Response'.and Frequency'. ,,Response? t8]
.;

b) ' Find the state space model of the following T.F.uiing MAILAB and
rnanually

Y(S) _ 3s'+2s+7

E(S):G,+5rL{2;t Also obtain the phase vadable form'

Q7) a) Obtain state transition matrix using Cayley Hamilton method.

(Solve by manually and using MAILAB) t8I

lo 1lA=l I

l-6 -sl

b) A feedbaik system is described by the following transfer funciion I8l

GO= ,+4r+16 and H(s) : Ks. The damping factor of the system is 0.8.

Determine the overshoot of the system and the value'of I(.

QB) a) Determine the closed loop stability of a control system whose open loop

transfer function is G(s) H(,)= 

-]9- 
usins nvouist ct"- 

G+ 1) G+3) (s+7) using nyquist criteria' [61

Sketch the Bode plot for the open loop transfer function

G(s) H(s)= 1000 
orarmino rL^ rah/r

,1t*o.tr;1t*o.oot9 Determine the GM, PM , o*" &c0*'

Also comg,ffi on stability.
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